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About the Author

Miranda Caroligne Burns (San Francisco, CA) has

donned a variety of hats in her young years: physical

therapist, event producer, community activist,

installation artist, author, performance artist,

philosopher, and fashion designer. Mentored by her

mother, Miranda has been sewing and creating her own

clothing since she could hold a needle. Over time she

developed a zest for re-use and heartfelt desire for truly

unique design. This ethos is masterfully woven together

to recall the forms of yesteryear with an otherworldly

edge — a philosophy she calls “neoarchaic.”

Miranda’s life has been a bi-coastal artistic evolution.

She became active in the alternative arts scene in

Boston, where she introduced “living construction,” a

live sewing performance piece staged in gallery window

fronts.

Relocating to San Francisco in 2005, she quickly

emerged as a bright new star in a constellation of

provocative artist-designers. Her fashion shows are

known for their performance-art quality, embodying

political, artistic, and personal statements. These shows

include Catwalk on the Wild Side (U.N. World

Environment Day Gala “Walk the Talk”), Love Fest VIP

Event (San Francisco City Hall), and Maker Faire

(Swaporamarama and Make magazine). She has also had

various individual performance art appearances at



Supperclub San Francisco, San Jose Museum of Art, and

Burningman.

Meander through San Francisco’s Mission-Deco Ghetto

neighborhood and you’ll find Miranda reconstructing in

the window-front of her boutique, miranda caroligne — a

living construction boutique

(www.mirandacaroligne.com), 485 14 Street @ Guerrero.

You’re sure to be delighted by the local art and design,

and step forward with the inspiration to do it yourself!

http://www.mirandacaroligne.com/


 

Dedication

This book is dedicated to you. Yes, you! You are a living,

breathing work of art in full construction and

reconstruction every day. Shed your fear and take off the

blinders. Live fully in truth, clarity, and consciousness.

Free yourself of waste and find time for your passion in

life. Be inspired by the re-use artists and entrepreneurs

in this book. Be an inspiration for others.
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Introduction

The projects in this book all develop from one essential

story. Let me illustrate: Have you ever kept a sweater

because it had some significant meaning to you? Maybe

at one time it carried the scent of a loved one, or it

reminded you of adventures you had in Paris? It may

have even been passed down from your favorite grandpa.

The clothes you wear are an extension of yourself and all

that happens to you. The projects in this book are my

way of recycling those moments and integrating them

together into a new form. Just as we individuals are

transformed by these life-altering experiences, our

clothes can be a reflection of those transformations as

well.

Although reconstructing clothing is a new hot trend

these days, I really hope it sticks. I have been chopping

up my clothes since I was a kid and have always been

showered with compliments from people of all walks of

life. In both my commission work as well as my “living

construction” live sewing performances, I have

interacted with everyone from CEOs to people living on

the street. Everyone I come across is intrigued in some

way by this concept. Reconstructing existing clothes is

an easy and affordable way to customize and

individualize a garment to your own special size and

style needs. Reconstructing clothes is truly for everyone



Beyond the practical perks of reconstructing old

clothing, there are many environmentally sound aspects

as well. With every piece you reconstruct, you are

helping to diminish waste in a world overflowing with it.

On top of that, every time you wear a reconstructed

garment you are promoting re-use and sustainable living

philosophies to every person you meet and even the ones

who just pass by you on the street. While it may seem

cliché, it’s true that we never know the full impact we

have on this world. Make it a positive one!

About This Book

I think of this book as a group effort. I like to learn

something from everyone I meet, and then put my own

spin on it. Reconstructing Clothes For Dummies is a

culmination of my experience up to this point, with so

many avenues yet to explore.

This book provides you with the basics of taking things

apart and reworking them to yield a brand new look.

There are a slew of projects, and oh-so-many more in my

head. The project instructions are simplified to provide

you with the basics. Honestly it was a struggle for my

creative self to keep it as barebones as possible for you.

But I did this intentionally to allow for your own

creativity to rise to the occasion. Part of reconstruction

is, after all, making something unique and fully

individualized.



I’ve included a list of decorative variations, either

variations to the instructions or decorative touches to

finish off the project. The variations I list are just my

ideas so please don’t think of this list as complete.

Most of the projects in this book require sewing.

Whenever applicable, no-sew options to certain steps

within the directions have been emphasized. There are

also lots of decorative variations that do not involve

sewing at all. Additional variations touch on other

needlecraft and textile art techniques that you might be

interested in exploring further. I encourage you to take

this as a platform to spring off of with your own ideas

and creativity. Always feel free to expand on the

variations with your own personal talents and interests.

The possibilities are endless!

Beyond the basics and practical projects, I’ve plugged in

conscious reminders of sustainable living practices. I

think it’s important to have fun with what you’re doing,

but also know why you’re doing it. While Chapter 2

discusses some of the reasons to reconstruct clothing,

I’ve also embedded my own experiences and intentions

throughout the book. I don’t necessarily just want you to

regurgitate my feelings, but I hope to inspire you to look

into yourself and figure out your own intentions and

aspirations for living a fulfilling life. It won’t necessarily

change the look of your piece, but will certainly affect

how good you feel in it!



How to Use This Book

This book is not meant to be read cover to cover. If you

are anything like me, you just don’t have the time or

patience for that! Personally, I like to figure things out

with logical thought and what seems to me as common

sense. With that, I completely understand others who

work in the same manner and don’t feel compelled to

read anything more than the directions of their chosen

proj- ect. While you might be able to swing this, it will

make your life a lot easier to take a quick glance through

the chapter in which your project is located. While

mistakes and mishaps can be fun adventures to lead you

in a new direction, they can also be daunting, especially

to the perfectionist. I want you to find success in this

reconstruction adventure so I urge you to read a bit and

learn new lessons from my mistakes rather than having

to make them on your own.

If you are a proficient sewer, have a solid handle on

textiles and how to care for them, feel free to just dive

right into the projects. In doing so, it’s helpful to refer to

the Part of Tens for some quick tips, do’s and don’ts that

are special to reconstructing clothing. If you are new to

sewing, reconstruction, or just need a refresher, I

recommend reading Part I before you begin the projects.

Whenever I talk to people about reconstructing clothes,

often a light of realization comes across their eyes. Just

about everyone seems to have something in their closet

that they don’t wear anymore but can’t bear throwing or



giving away for whatever reason. Because of this, I’ve

organized this book by the starting garment. This may be

pants, a skirt, or an old favorite sweater. On the flip side,

there are before/after photos, as well as a color photo

insert for you to check out and choose a desired project.

From that point, you can either search your own closet

or your local thrift store for the starting garment.

Conventions Used in This

Book

In the throes of creation, you can easily lose attention

with a tangential idea. Not all of us have the luxury of a

private studio or workspace free of distractions: ringing

phones, hungry pets, playful children and other loved

ones. With this in mind, I’ve used a few conventions to

help keep your mind and projects organized.

 Every chapter starts off with care

instructions. This care section often references

Chapter 4 for general care instructions, but I note

within each chapter individual differences among the

garments that are important to take note of.

 Every project includes a before photo and

ends with an after photo. The before photo is

located after the introductory paragraph of each

project, while the after photo is located after the

instructions and before the list of variations for that

project. Please note that these project photos are for

the barebones basic version with no variations. In



other words, some of them are ugly. The artist in me

apologizes. The teacher in me hopes that you

appreciate the clarity. In some cases, some “fix-a-

stain” or “making the most of wear and tear” tricks

have been implemented to create a functionally

sound piece.

 Every project includes a list of necessary

materials presented in bulleted format for easy

reference and check-off. I confess that I don’t use

all of these materials. If you are proficient with these

tools and feel okay substituting, go for it! If not, it’s

best to have everything on the list ready to go, and

wait to fudge it until you have more practice with

reconstructing.

 Directions for each project are listed in

numbered steps, making it easy to keep your

place. Each step begins with boldface text telling

you the general action for that step — the text

following the boldface text explains the step in more

detail. Feel free to write in this book, make your own

notes in the white space and margins, and check the

steps off as you go along. This book is for using, not

putting on a shelf somewhere to look pretty.

 At the end of each project is a bulleted list of

variations for that proj-ect. These can be

repetitive and in no way include all of the

possibilities for decorative variations. I’ve simply

compiled some creative ideas that I tend to use and

plugged them into the projects that they work best

with. Do not let this list limit you. If you are

compelled to try the stripey spray-paint technique on

a knit — go for it! Just because it isn’t listed in the

variations, don’t assume that it’s not an option. You

are always free to try new things as long as you are



willing to accept the consequences that it might not

turn out so hot.

 The projects photographed for this book have

been completed with an overlock machine

whenever this method is an option. While I love

using an overlock because of its capacity to create

the visibly constructed look that I prefer, I in no way

want you to feel that you have to go out and buy an

overlock just to complete these projects. I chose to

use the overlock for these projects so that it was

easier for you to see the seams and better

understand how things are constructed. It is my

primary tool, and thus I must apologize for the

horrific sewing on the regular sewing machine. I am

not exactly what you would call a good sewer!

Foolish Assumptions

I’ve assumed a few things about you in writing this book:

 You are open-minded, creative, and excited to try

new things!

 You are not a complete novice to sewing. While

this book provides brief sewing lessons, it is not a

“how-to” book for sewing skills. It is about using

those skills, as well as a collection of other

techniques, in a novel way.

 You either are familiar with the tools, materials

and verbiage of this craft or



 You are capable of becoming familiar with the

tools, materials and verbiage of this craft via the

Internet, library, local craft/fabric store, and so on.

 You have heard about reconstructing clothing and

want to play around with it in your own personal

wardrobe.

 You want some clear and simple instructions to get

you started on reconstructing clothing. You may even

have a particular garment in mind already.

 You live on this planet and care about its future.

 You’re tired of your sweetie’s holey T-shirts and

underwear and are determined to do something with

them besides making them into rags.

Sound like you? Great . . . let’s get on with it!



How This Book Is

Organized

I have broken this book up into seven parts. The first

part includes introductory chapters for sewing basics,

deconstructing and reconstructing. The following five

parts are organized by the type of garment you are

starting with in your reconstruction project. Finally, the

Part of Tens is a For Dummies staple that provides you

with some quick tips to refer to in a pinch.


